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Letter from the Co-Directors
Dear friends,
This past year reinforced why food security and adequate livelihoods are so critical to our partners and the
thousands of families with whom we work. When communities are prepared for the challenges they face,
they no longer focus on merely surviving. This was particularly true in 2020, when they faced major obstacles
brought on by a pandemic, continued low coffee prices, and two hurricanes. Community resilience has
been defined as “the ability of a community not only to deal with adversity but also to gain strength as a
result of it.* Each year, coffee-farming families face unprecedented challenges - whether it be La Roya, the
effects of climate change, or political strife. Last year was no different. COVID-19 and its aftermath are the
perfect illustration of such adversity.
Looking back at how the pandemic impacted us – the uncertainty,
isolation, and necessary shifts in our food security programs - we
are proud to report that all programs stayed active and shifted
to deal with the crisis. There are a couple of key reasons for our
success. First, as a result of the pandemic, food production became
a priority for families and, therefore, became a priority for coffeegrowing organizations. Second, our strong relationships with coops and the families they serve ensured we could continue to

“

When communities
are prepared for the
challenges they face,
they no longer focus
on merely surviving.”

deliver ongoing support remotely, further shoring up community
trust through dialogue and transparency.
We are grateful for the ways our staff, board, and donors stepped up to help us adapt to this new reality -not only to deal with adversity, but also to gain strength from it.
The year was a difficult one, but it helped us further develop our own resiliency, and taught us important
lessons as we continue our work. Thank you for standing with us on behalf of coffee-farming families.
Janice Nadworny and Marcela Pino				

2 Food 4 Farmers

*Brown & Kulig, 1996/7; Kulig, 1999, 2000; Kulig & Hanson, 1996

Isabella de la Cruz, beekeeping promoter at Maya Ixil,
advanced her beekeeping knowledge and training to become
a food security promoter. She worked extra hard to provide her
community with the assistance they needed to be successful.

Luis Jímenez, beekeeping coordinator at ACODHIUE, provides
technical assistance at the apiary. Luis and his team of
promoters have become even more organized, responding
to the crisis through one-on-one trainings and increased
communication.

On the Front Line
In 2020, we witnessed people all over the world making incredible sacrifices for the greater good. Early in
the pandemic, it became clear that our front line essential workers were our co-op partners’ food security
coordinators and promoters.
They rose to the challenge, dedicating themselves to delivering training, food security education, and safety
for thousands of coffee-farming families. Most had to increase their travel to visit families and help with
their home gardens and apiaries despite COVID-19. They worked incredibly hard to not only preserve critical
food security programs in that moment, but to ensure future success.

One is always on the right
path when we work on
food security. In my town
the economy is tough, and
the
community
understands me and values the
work that I am doing - and
they are grateful.”
Mónica Chepe, food security promoter
at COMEPCAFE, also grows and sells
cabbage to support her studies.
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About Us
Food 4 Farmers helps coffee-farming families put nutritious food on the table every day.
To address the systemic challenges at the heart of food insecurity, we use the power of collaboration with
coffee-farming communities to develop strategies that reflect their needs and priorities. Together we
ensure they have the necessary tools and resources to independently build food security and new economic
opportunities.
Every aspect of our programs focuses on building our partners’ capacity to develop, manage, and sustain
food security and livelihoods work on their own. From the diagnosis of an appropriate strategy to project
management, monitoring and evaluation, and ultimately creating new business ventures, we work alongside
our partners to ensure they can take control of food security in their communities.
We believe coffee farmers can lead the way to local production of healthy, fresh food for their families
and their rural communities. Growing food alongside coffee on their small farms delivers income, bolsters
ecosystem health and climate resilience, and improves nutrition. The impact of this ‘transFARMation’ turns
monoculture farms into thriving, diversified local food and economic hubs, while allowing coffee farmers
to continue to produce coffee.

Key Themes in Our Approach
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ACODIHUE Beekeeping Coordinator Luis Jimenez takes the temperature of a beekeeper prior to an apiary visit.

COVID-19
In 2020, COVID-19 forced our organization to make some hard decisions. Along with uncertainty about
funding, we had to suspend travel to our program sites for safety reasons. This affected the way we normally
coordinate work, implement trainings, and monitor activities. At the same time, our co-op partners entered
a period of chaos that has lasted beyond 2020. It forced them to create new ways to communicate with
their members, find information about best practices to stay safe, and keep a close eye on the international
coffee market.
While all our partners were greatly affected by changes in the market and global trade, the reality is that
every year has presented a new crisis, whether it be a natural disaster, political strife, or coffee rust. However,
as their programs grew stronger and food security became a priority, they were prepared to face those
challenges.
As COVID-19 swept through Latin America, food prices skyrocketed, cutting off remote communities from
critical supplies. That’s when the co-ops took action. SOPPEXCCA supported nearby communities with
extra vegetables from home gardens. COMEPCAFE families grew more food and traveled regularly to the
city of Popayan to donate their garden bounty to people who couldn’t grow their own or afford to buy it.
To us, that’s success: farmers feeding their communities.

6 Food 4 Farmers

Hurricanes
In Central America, the COVID-19 crisis was
exacerbated by two powerful hurricanes in
November that devastated roads, homes, and farms.
The effects of these storms are ongoing: ruined
coffee plots, loss of home gardens and bean plots,
damage to apiaries, and impacts to infrastructure.
These stressors put the livelihoods of thousands of
farming families in jeopardy.
Businesses, individuals, and foundations redoubled their efforts to help farming communities
recover and rebuild. Thanks to their generosity,
we raised $10,000 in emergency funds to support
SOPPEXCCA, ACODIHUE, and Maya Ixil, while
continuing to deliver critical funding for their
ongoing food security programs.

An ACODIHUE beekeeper shows hurriane damage to his apiary.

After COVID-19, the hurricanes, and
the fluctuations in coffee prices,
you don’t know how thankful we
are for Food 4 Farmers’ support and
solidarity. The amount of money
doesn’t matter; it’s the will that
moves the spirit of solidarity and
true collaboration. We are grateful,
knowing that the situation is difficult
for you as well.”

There was significant damage to
apiaries and a loss of hives at Maya Ixil
due to the hurricanes in November.

– Fatima Ismael
General Manager of SOPPEXCCA
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PARTNER PROFILE

COMEPCAFE, Colombia
When we began our work with the co-op, leaders were committed to ensuring that every family had the
opportunity to grow their own food. This commitment guided us to co-design a food security program to
reflect their desire to restore their local food system and traditional food crops. Together, we developed such
key strategies as home gardens, farmers markets, seed saving and exchanges, community food festivals, a
community promoter program, water and soil conservation, and revitalizing traditional crops and recipes.
Many COMEPCAFE families in this remote area live more than five hours away from the co-op’s offices and
technical support staff, making this goal particularly challenging.
COMEPCAFE has made great progress, due in no small part to coordinator Dora Lopez and her team
of 17 young promoters. The team teaches families about building healthy soil, water management, and
agroecological farming, in a culturally-appropriate way and in their own language. Promoters have done an
amazing job helping families revitalize traditional recipes and crops, like heirloom maize varieties, cultivating
healthier diets and cultural pride.
In 2020, our work yielded exciting results. When COVID-19 hit, there were already hundreds of small-scale
coffee-farming families growing produce at home, which they used to feed their families, sell locally, and
donate to others in need. Building on COMEPCAFE’s successful seed and food exchanges, a new program
launched earlier in the year helped 98 families establish and manage guinea pig farms. Considered a microlivestock, guinea pigs provide a healthy new protein in addition to compost for the gardens.

Promoters and community members check out a member’s beautiful organic home garden.

8 Food 4 Farmers

COLOMBIA

COMEPCAFE

PARTNER SINCE

2016
FAMILIES

1,400

Families at COMEPCAFE receive guinea pigs.

STR ATEGIES
Animal Husbandry

Seed Saving

Agroforestry

Educational
Workshops

Water Systems
Community
Promoters

Home Gardens
Farmers Market

COORDINATOR
Dora Lilia López Orozco

PROMOTERS
Doris Calambas

Rosa Chocué

Emerson David Alos

Aquiles Mosquera

John Eduard Chilo

Danilo Marin Chocué

John Eduard Vidal

Gerardina Ramos

José Alejandro Morales

Luis Fernando Tombe

Luis Felipe Ullune

Maria Selina Cometa

Martha Lucía Fernández

Ana Cecilia Tunubala

Mónica Yurani Chepe

Ismenia Velasco

Raúl Rivera

Jeison Fernando Muelas

I like this program because
it’s not only about giving
seeds or other materials. It is
comprehensive; it provides
materials, follow up through
promoter assistance, and the
opportunity to sell whatever
we can’t consume.”
– Jose Jair Vivas
COMEPCAFE coffee producer

Rubiel Guetio
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A home garden at
a member’s farm.

PARTNER PROFILE

Nuevo Futuro, Colombia
When we began our work with Nuevo Futuro,
families in this farmer association wanted to
improve nutrition and diets and grow food
organically. So together, we designed a longterm food security program that included
establishing home vegetable and fruit gardens
to provide a local source of fresh, healthy food.
Once the gardens were established, they were
so productive that families started selling
their excess crops in local markets and to local
businesses. They began to save money on their
food purchases and eat healthy home-grown
food, every day.
This region experiences a 6-8 week “dry season”
every year, making it difficult to sustain home
vegetable gardens. To address this issue, we
enlisted Engineers Without Borders in 2018
to design and install home water systems for
gardens. Three years later, 95% of the gardens
established are still active and well managed,
and farming families have transformed their
farms into thriving food hubs. With the income
they’ve earned and savings on food purchases,
they’ve added chickens and other farm animals.

10 Food 4 Farmers

At the beginning of the pandemic, Nuevo
Futuro focused on creating collective gardens in
communities to reach an additional 80 families.
Food 4 Farmers is transitioning from an active
participant to an advisory role, following our final
evaluation of the program, scheduled for 2021. We
consider this a great success for the co-op and for
us as well.

COLOMBIA
PARTNER SINCE
Nuevo
Futuro

2015
FAMILIES

200

REDUCTION

IN MONTHS OF
FOOD SCARCITY
AT NUEVO FUTURO

COORDINATOR
Paul Daza

STR ATEGIES
Animal Husbandry
Water Systems
Community
Promoters

Educational
Workshops
Home Gardens

Organic chickens and eggs are now
an important source of nutrition,
fertilizer, and income as coffee
farmers have developed new onfarm ventures to supplement coffee
production.

Farmers Market

Seed Saving

Above: Nuevo Futuro booth at a farmers
market
Left: Passion fruit production adds new
sources of income, food, and biodiversity
to coffee farms.
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PARTNER PROFILE

ACODIHUE, Guatemala
In the highlands of Guatemala, most farmers at ACODIHUE dedicate their land to coffee, growing few or no
food crops. While their coffee is highly sought after, they don’t earn enough income to support their families
all year long. ACODIHUE is our first partner to focus on both beekeeping and home gardens, starting with a
pilot program of 100 families. Now, these families are learning about nutrition and climate-friendly farming.
We’re also developing a monitoring system and training protocol with the co-op so they can manage the
work on their own.
In 2020, COVID-19 restrictions limited ACODIHUE’s ability to work with beekeepers in person, to the point of
canceling the honey harvest. This was a severe blow, but Coordinator Luis Jimenez and his team of promoters
took the initiative and shifted their focus to establishing home gardens. While most group workshops had
to be canceled due to the pandemic, their one-on-one trainings helped families learn best beekeeping
practices and home garden management. They also distributed materials, continued to troubleshoot
problems, and delivered basic technical assistance, keeping families engaged and active in the program
during this difficult time.
While this community felt the impact of the hurricanes, there was no loss of life and coffee was not affected.
Unfortunately, they lost 200 hives, or 10% of their total. Generous donations allowed us to deliver emergency
funding, which they’ll use to replace beekeeping supplies, but they’ll require ongoing support to fully recover
from this loss.

Promoter Pedro Salucio Alvarado shows off his beautiful bee colony.

12 Food 4 Farmers

COGUATEMAL A

ACODIHUE

PARTNER SINCE

2017
FAMILIES

5,500
IMPLEMENTING
PARTNER

ECOSUR
Manuela Alvarado Domingo planting fruit trees near her apiary.

STR ATEGIES
Beekeeping
Community Promoters
Seed Saving
Educational Workshops
Home Gardens

COORDINATOR
Luis Alberto Jímenez Montejo

PROMOTERS
Gaspar Jiménez Rafael
Pedro Salucio Alvarado

We’re working with ACODIHUE
to develop a strategic business
plan for honey commercialization. We’re also supporting 100
families to help them access and
use locally produced nutritious
food that they grow themselves,
two key pillars of food security.

Gabriel Pablo Calmo
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Maya Ixil staff,
farmers, and
promoters worked
hard to stay safe
and support
their community
through a tough
year.

PARTNER PROFILE

Maya Ixil, Guatemala
Our partnership with Maya Ixil began in 2014,
when we were hired by Root Capital to help
the co-op supplement their coffee livelihoods
through beekeeping.

Two young beekeepers were recruited and trained
as community promoters to assist families with
establishing new apiaries and provide ongoing
support.

We partnered with ECOSUR, an ecological
research college based in Chiapas, Mexico, to
train 40 coffee farmers and their families so
Maya Ixil could grow and commercialize its
beekeeping venture. We established two apiary

Maya Ixil started building a new nursery to cultivate
fruit trees, edible crops, and other plants to supply
food sources for bees and people, while restoring
critically-needed farm agrobiodiversity. These
plants will be distributed to all 205 member-families
in 2021.

schools, where these new beekeepers learned
collectively for a year, developing enough
expertise to do it on their own.
The co-op is now a licensed exporter of honey,
with access to international markets. Since 2016,
Maya Ixil has increased honey production by
200%, with the ability to export honey under
their own brand. Honey is now their secondhighest source of income, after coffee.
In 2020, to sustain and grow this beekeeping
venture, Maya Ixil recruited and trained 13 new
young beekeepers who are now running their
own apiaries.

Food aid packages, provided by Food 4 Farmers
with the help of generous donations, supported
families deeply impacted by the hurricanes and
who continue to remain isolated by the devastation.
PARTNER SINCE
GUATEMAL A

2014
FAMILIES

Maya Ixil

205
IMPLEMENTING
PARTNER

ECOSUR
14 Food 4 Farmers

Our young beekeepers are successful
local entrepreneurs! From sewing
bee suits and other protective gear
to logo shirts and now PPE, they’re
creating a new economic buzz in their
communities.

STR ATEGIES
Beekeeping
Agroforestry
Community Promoters

COORDINATOR

Seed Saving

Domingo de la Cruz Toma

Educational

PROMOTERS

Workshops
Home Gardens

Isabella de la Cruz

ADDITIONAL
INCOME
+
SAVINGS
FROM
BEEKEEPING

Mario Luz Castro

Beekeeping
Coordinator
Domingo de la Cruz and
promoters have been busy with
post-harvest work, cleaning
apiaries and dividing hives.
They’re teaching beekeepers
to
keep
simple
written
records of their activities,
laying the foundation for a
new monitoring system we’re
building with Maya Ixil to help
them manage and sustain this
growing enterprise on their
own.
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PARTNER PROFILE

CESMACH, Mexico
Since 2013, we have been working diligently with CESMACH to develop effective, long-term strategies
that increase farming family income and reduce dependency on coffee. When we began our work here,
commercial beekeeping was a key strategy the co-op wanted to implement to build better livelihoods,
diversify income, and improve nutrition.
In 2020, 84 small-scale coffee farmers successfully produced around 30,000 pounds of high quality organic
honey, plus other bee products like pollen, wax, and propolis. Unfortunately, production took a major hit as
dry, hot weather shortened the blooming season. While producers harvested less than half of what they did
in 2019, CESMACH secured a new buyer, sold in bulk, and increased its honey revenue by 50%.
Thanks to our collaboration with Root Capital, CESMACH’s beekeeping promoters Susy Roblero and
Antonio Lopez improved their beekeeping expertise at ECOSUR, our local implementing partner and an
ecological college in Chiapas that does extension outreach and training for small-scale farmers in Mexico
and Guatemala. Susy and Antonio assisted Lucas Abelardo, CESMACH’s beekpeeing specialist, in delivering
one-on-one technical support to all beekeepers in our program. While training was limited due to COVID-19,
they continued to build their marketing and program management skills, and are in the process of obtaining
organic certification for CESMACH’s “Real de Triunfo” honey, while searching for new specialty buyers in and
out of Mexico.
At the end of 2020, Lucas and the promoters were preparing for an early 2021 harvest of “miel de campanita,”
honey from massive morning glory flowering. Though they remain concerned about the effects of the
hurricanes on this very delicate honey, so far, hives are thriving.
Beekeeping promoters meet with CESMACH beekeepers to assess hive health and deliver technical support.

16 Food 4 Farmers

MEXICO

CESMACH

PARTNER SINCE

2013
FAMILIES

660
IMPLEMENTING
PARTNER

ECOSUR
Beekeeper and Promoter Susy Roblero checks the production of queen bees.

STR ATEGIES
Beekeeping
Community Promoters
Educational Workshops

INCREASE
IN HONEY
REVENUE

COORDINATOR
Lucas Abelardo López García

PROMOTERS
Susy Roblero
Antonio López

ONE

MONTH
OF FOOD
SECURITY
ADDED
THROUGH
BEEKEEPEEING

In spite of a year full of challenges, including
dry, hot weather, CESMACH landed a new
honey buyer! The co-op is now selling
more honey, and for higher prices, than
ever before.
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SOPPEXCCA
farmers prep
seedlings to
distribute to
women in the
Mercadito
Nutri-Hogar.
This women’s
market provides
additional
income, helping
families send
their daughters
to college and
supporting their
studies.

PARTNER PROFILE

SOPPEXCCA, Nicaragua
In 2011 we started our first partnership with the
SOPPEXCCA coffee cooperative. Over the next
nine years, we co-designed and developed
locally-led strategies to reduce seasonal hunger,
strengthen local food production, and create
new economic opportunities, particularly for
women and young people. Early strategies
included cacao production, growing and storing
beans and maize for consumption and local
sales, nutrition and food security education for
families, organic composting, and soil erosion
mitigation.
Our most recent project took off in 2018, just
before a political crisis shut off access to most
communities. To bring fresh, locally grown
organic food to farming families and the larger
community of 130,000 people, SOPPEXCCA
created the Mercadito Nutri-Hogar, a womenrun organic farmers market. Women coffee
farmers learned how to grow organically, started
home vegetable gardens, then received small
business skills to bolster marketing, customer
service, and financial expertise. This new
source of local food – and income – were critical

18 Food 4 Farmers

resources in 2020 when COVID-19 and then two
hurricanes devastated Nicaragua.
These determined women continued to grow food,
sell at the market, and added local sales in their own
small communities. When the pandemic made it
unsafe to travel, they sent produce to Jinotega on
the bus. After hurricanes Eta and Iota hit, Food 4
Farmers sent emergency funds to help replant
gardens - and the women kept going.
Even in the face of crises and disasters, SOPPEXCCA
families have organic food to eat, share, and sell,
building a new safety net for the entire community.

PARTNER SINCE
SOPPEXCCA

NICAR AGUA

2011
FAMILIES

520
IMPLEMENTING
PARTNER

ASDENIC

2020 saw a sizable expansion of our school garden
program, in partnership with local implementing partner
ASDENIC, an NGO based in Esteli. We added 10 new
schools to the program, and now have teaching gardens
at 14 area schools, where 2,500 students are learning to
grow, prepare, and eat healthy, fresh food. This has farreaching implications as children bring their newfound
knowledge home to their families and communities.

INCREASE IN INCOME

STR ATEGIES

FROM MARKET GARDENS

Animal Husbandry

Seed Saving

Cacao

Educational Workshops

Agroforestry

School Gardens

Water Systems

Home Gardens

Community
Promoters

Farmers Market

COORDINATOR
Lilliam Arauz

PROMOTERS
Anabel del Carmen Chavarría
Mayling Junieth Méndez

I really value the [Mercadito
Nutri-Hogar] program and
what it has done for me. It’s
an income I didn’t used to
have, and I’ve been able to
buy things I can’t grow, like
rice, oil, and meat. I’ve also
been able to buy furniture
and a small oven for the
kitchen with the additional
income I’ve earned.”
– Juliana Vázquez,
SOPPEXCCA coffee farmer
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2020 Donors

FOOD 4 FARMERS

2020 Financials**

FOUNDATIONS
Amazon Smile Foundation
Coffeelands Foundation

Balance Sheet

Food and Nutrition Resources Foundation
Grow Ahead

CURRENT ASSETS
Bank Accounts

$177, 409

Accounts Receivable

$43,105

Other Current Assets

$2,419

Total Current Assets

$222,933

Lintilhac Foundation
Nell Newman Foundation
PayPal Giving Fund
Rick Steves Climate Smart Commitment
Root Capital

CORPOR ATIONS

LIABILITIES & EQUIT Y

802 Coffee

Henderson’s Cafe

Addison Coffee Roasters*

InterAmerican Coffee

Allegro Coffee

KGM Café & Visitor Center

Alto Cold Brew*

Kicking Horse Coffee

Amazoa Coffee*

Latitude Coffee Roasters

Baratza

Mercanta

Profit and Loss

Blank Page Café*

Merrifield Coffee Roasters

INCOME

Brio Coffeeworks*

Mr. Espresso*

Cafe Mam

Oatly

Current Liabilities
Equity
Total Liabilities & Equity

$6,774
$216,159
$222,933

Individual Donations

$80,891

Cafe Moto

Pavement Coffeehouse

Corporate Donations

$149,403

Caffe Ibis*

Philz Coffee

Camano Island Coffee*

Propeller Coffee Co

Cambio Roasters*

Steeped Coffee

Coffee Story UK*

Sweet Maria’s

CoffeeSock

The Coffee Exchange

Cogito Coffee

Vermont Coffee Company

Common Coffee

Village Wine & Coffee

Dispatch Coffee

Vivid Coffee Roasters*

GloryBee Foods

VT Artisan Coffee & Tea

Foundation Donations

$95,718

Revenue

$26,313

Total Income

$352,325

EXPENSES
Program Expenses

$164,975

Fundraising Expenses

$36,432

Organizational Expenses

$82,222

Total Expenses
Net Income

** Accrual Basis. Unaudited.

* Sustaining Partners make monthly, quarterly
or annual recurring donations of at least $20
per month to build out the ‘last mile’ of our
programs.
20 Food 4 Farmers

$283,629
$68,696

GrainPro

IN-KIND
Barista Magazine

Michele D’Aprix

Bill Holloran

resologics

Burlap & Barrel

Rosenthal Wine Merchants

Howard Nadworny

Rick Brokaw

Fresh Cup Magazine

Vermont Wine Merchants

Honey Road

Village Wine & Coffee

John Dooley

Village Wine Imports

Kim Smith

Vineyard Brands

Mercanta

INDIVIDUAL S
Elizabeth Abrahams

Alison Clarke

Anna Hamilton

Tracy Mielcarek-Melger

Naomi Seiler

Lynn Abrams

Rebecca Cooper

Adelyn Hanchette

Heidi Miller

Emily Shaw

Melissa Adams

Marie Coppola

Jeffrey Harkness

Rita Moser

Lyn Sherwin

Gail Albert

Erik Correia

Mark Harman

Dale Moss

Chris Smith

Ken Albert

Mary Beth Cote Jenssen

Amy Harris

Amy Mullen

Sue Smith

Richard Alther

Allison Dahl

Dr. Cornelia Hess

Bruce Mullins

Joanne Sonenshine

Anonymous

Jennifer Dalmy

Andrew Hetzel

Ray Murphy

Scott Sprague

Derek Archambault

Stephanie Daniels

Alan Homans*

Ryan Murphy

Vince Stafford

Virginia Aronson

Chris Dartt

Megan Humphrey

Eric Nadworny

Christine Stencel

Kimberly Aylward

Michelle Davalos

Kim Ionescu

Janice Nadworny

Lisa Sternat

Melissa Barbakoff

Jeffrey Davis

Nathan Ireland

Richard Nadworny

David Stoddard

Cate Baril

Nate Deines

Diane Isaacson

Morning Naughton

Jay Strausser

Carolyn Barker-Villena

Juliet Dervin

Nader Jazayeri

Thomas Neill

Lisa Strausser

Theresa Barrows

Jordan Dey

Paula Jenson

Alan Nietlisbach

David Stuller

Sarah Jane Baublitz

Daniel Dieterich

Helen Jolly

Logan Noonan

Kirsten Surprenant

Gabrielle Beaudoin

Sandi Dincki

Peter Joslin

Edward O’Shaughnessy

John Swift

Jonathan Beit-Aharon

Barbara Doherty

Alyson Kakos

Beatriz Cruz Ocampo*

Dr. Peter Swift

Bob Benck

Eve Dolkart

Alex Katona-Carroll

Katherine Oglietti

Mark Talcott

Jens Benke

April Duncan

Monica Katona

Grace O’Hara-Shea

Erika Tran

Thomas Berry

Debra Duvall

Julie Kaye

TJ Oleksiak

Elisa Vandervort

Sarah Best

Robert Duvall

Gail Keefer

Miyuki Ooishi

Madeline Vincitore

Ronald Bilow

Deborah Emerson

Elisa Kelly

Fabian Ortiz

Lola Van Wagenen

Mona Blaber

Ryan Emmons

Joyce Klassen

Heather Parks

Rachel Waltemire

David Blake

Julio Estrada

Meryl Klecker

Jessica Pasa

Kirk Walters

Stacy Bocskor

Laura Everage

Katherine Kolberg

Lindsay Paul

Loretta Walters

Lindsey Bolger*

Carolyn Fairman

Lisa Kory

Mike Pelchar

David Wasson

Bob Botjer

Tami Findeisen

Sarah Kretschmann

Emily Perez

Victoria Waugh-Reed

Robert Bousquet

Bill Fishbein

Karin Kroger

Darrilyn Peters

Alyson Welch

Ernest Bove

Donna Fishbein

Sara Kutchukian

Rick Peyser

Tammy Westergard

Bob Britt

Owen Foley

Langdon Lawrence

Marcela Pino

Adam Whalen

Joan Britt

Patricia Fontaine

Josie Leavitt

David Piza

Josh Whalen

Craig Brod

Elaine Frazier

Kevin Ledwith

Adam Polonski

Kayd Whalen

Liam Brody

Marilyn Frederick

Jessica Lee

Hannah Popish

Michael Whalen

Peter Buck

Alina Freund

Linda Lewandowski

Colleen Popkin

Adam Wilbur

Albert Bueno

Kyle Freund

Charlene Lewey

Wendy Potash

Gail Wild

Hector Bueno

Mary Ann Freund

Anne-Marie Littenberg

Jessie Price

Sharon Willis

Mario Bueno

David Fuerst

Len Littenberg

Wendy Purvee

Derek Willy
Jen Winegar

Millie Bueno

Jennifer Gallegos

Albert Liu

Paige Radney

Lane Bunkers

Gordon Garvey

Marybeth Longo

Juliana Rangel-Posada

Sandy Yusen

Patrick Buono

Tessa Ghirani

Alexander Lontine

Paula Rea

Ana Zacapa

Peter Burke

Monique Gilbert

Laurie Macrae

Ric Rhinehart

Miguel Zamora

Kristin Burns

Whitney Godby

Michelle Maisto

Mike Richburg

Evelyne Burridge

Myla Lai Goldman

Vickie Maloney

Sonia Rivera

George Burrill

Pedro Gonzales

Kenneth Mares

David Roberson

Jonathan Buuck

Missy Gorham

James Martin

Constance Romero

Doug Cadmus

Martha Graham

Lauren Martinez

Winston Rost

Wendy Caesar

Jerry Greenfield

Timothy May

Lori Rowe

Sally Califf

Jack Griffin

Diana McCargo

Nicholas Rowland

Ed Canty

Doug Griswold

Carolyn McLaughlin

John Di Ruocco

Mark Capeless

Lee Gross

Lauren McLeod

Joshua Russert

Dewey Caron

Grant Gund

Andi Trindle Mersch

Claire Schaefer Oleksiak

Randal Clark

Mariel Hagan

Nancy Metivier

Harvey Scott
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@food4farmers

In 2020, our community of caring coffee companies, individuals, and foundations made it possible for us to
continue our work at a critical moment.
For the families who grow coffee, controlling their food sources have come front and center in the way they
value their land. They’re leading the way out of malnutrition, isolation, and lack of access - allowing them to
take care of their communities. We’re grateful to everyone who joined in this effort.

523 Isham Road
Hinesburg, VT 05461 USA
+1 (802) 497-3304

www.Food4Farmers.org

